
 

 

 

 

Hybrid Meetings 
Design Handbook 

 

[When some people attend in-person and others participate virtually using a 
computer (e.g.: Zoom) to interact, it’s called a hybrid.] 

 

This pamphlet discusses both social and technical 
considerations when planning for virtual meetings. It was 

written with Quaker meetings for worship in mind.  
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Disclaimer 

 

This handbook is intended as a source of ideas and general information for designing hybrid meetings. Your 
circumstances may include considerations not contemplated here. While this text may mention or recommend 
specific products and practices, they are not necessarily suitable for your use. The author and others who may 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

When Covid-19 made gathering indoors unwise, businesses, churches, and informal 
groups soon adopted virtual online meetings as a ready alternative.  At Newtown 
Friends, we were initially surprised to have attendance equal or exceed what was the 
norm for in-person meetings.  Though some Friends were less enthusiastic than others 
and did not participate, technology made it possible for distant Friends to attend. We 
have welcomed Friends in Scandinavia, England, and the U.S. West coast. Those whose 
health or family responsibilities would have kept them away also participated. 

It soon became evident that virtual attendance would be a powerful outreach option 
even after we are free to assemble face-to-face again. 

The intimacy of virtual meetings was also a surprise.  When someone’s face filles the 
screen as they speak, it seems as if we both are nose-to-nose.  Yet, as many as seventy 
people may simultaneously be having that same close-up experience. 

Our discussions about how we might create hybrid meetings and enjoy the best of both 
experiences at once have led us to consider both the social and the technical issues the 
opportunity raises. Introducing 21st century computer and video technology into the 
generations old meeting house with its traditions of quiet simplicity has the potential to 
grate on the sensibilities of some. Most agree that we do not want our worship space to 
become a TV studio with camera operators, lights, wires, and other technology 
intruding. At the same time, we are eager to have everyone together at one time for 
worship with nobody left out. 

This booklet is offered as a resource for discerning the solutions that are best for your 
unique community and your equally unique physical space. Think of it more as a catalog 
than a plan. It offers many possibilities and some challenging queries.   

The process goes to the heart of what it means to be a beloved community.  
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SOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Those of us who think like engineers are prone to focus on the gee-whiz technical 
marvels and bypass the human considerations. Technology can be disruptive and 
intrusive when the social impact is not thought through carefully. The power of 
technology to bring people together over great distances must be balanced with 
consideration for tradition and the intimate feelings we have about spaces and 
circumstances we hold sacred. 

Most of us would not regard a television studio as conducive to reverent worship. The 
charm of traditional Quaker meeting houses is partly their simplicity and lack of 
conspicuous modern design elements. Wires, microphones, cameras, video monitors, 
projectors and movie screens represent significant change.   

At the same time, our experience with COVID-19 has opened our minds to the potential 
for including people in our community activities and worship who cannot easily attend 
in person. Each Meeting will want to strike a balance in adopting hybrid meeting 
technology. 

On the next page I have reproduced a set of queries that has circulated among meetings 
of the Bucks Quarter. I regret that I can’t attribute it properly otherwise.  Queries are 
useful in the process of discernment. 

Many people have trouble imagining the pluses and minuses of technology. The devices 
are described in arcane technical jargon that is meaningless without training and 
experience. Consequently, it is helpful to stage demonstrations where Friends can hear 
and see how alternative approaches may affect the worship experience, and facilitate 
inclusion of Friends who would otherwise be absent. 

Such demonstrations should be done with care and attention so an not to create 
disruption. Snafus or miscues that delay or disrupt are to be avoided lest they sour the 
experience the demonstration is intended to give. 

With practical experience and attention to social considerations, Friends can choose 
wisely and well. The last pages of this section propose three demonstrations (scenarios) 
to facilitate the discernment process.   
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Queries for Monthly Meetings  

to Discern Use of Hybrid Meetings 

 

What goals do you hope to accomplish by using hybrid meetings? 

 

What are your expectations for hybrid meetings? 

 

Do you have members unable to attend meeting for worship in person? 

 

Does your meeting have people who are not comfortable being on camera? 

 

Does your meeting have people who would participate in a virtual meeting for worship 
if they had help with the technology? 

 

Have you considered the air flow and air filtration system in your meetinghouse? 

 

Have you considered what if any extra cleaning procedures would need to be put in 
place? 

 

What is your meeting’s comfort level with technology being used in the worship space? 

 

What are the benefits of having technology in the worship space? What are the 
arguments against it? 

 

Does your meeting have WiFi? Does your meeting want WiFi? 

 

Have you considered virtual meetings as a form of outreach? 

 

What is your budget for technology? If using Zoom or some equivalent software, would 
the Meeting purchase the license, a suitable laptop-type device and a projector(and 
screen)? 

 

Would it be helpful to your meeting to have a technology resource person whom you 
could consult with? 

 

Does your meeting have someone willing and able to provide technical support with 
regard to setting up and running hybrid a meeting for worship? If not, do you have 
someone willing to learn? 
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Are you up to date on your state’s rules regarding the maximum number of people in a 
gathering?  What will you do if the number of members wanting to participate in person 
exceeds that number? 

 

How will you deal with mask and social distance requirements? 

 

Would you like remote participants to see the Meeting room? Would you like in-person 
participants to see those who are remote (projected)? 
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Three Alternatives for Hybrid Meetings 

[This was written with Newtown Monthly Meetinghouse in mind. Your details may vary.] 

It is easier for people to understand the various options for hybrid meetings if they can 
personally experience how they might work. These three scenarios illustrate how you 
might stage practical demonstrations of the technology to aid your meeting in its 
discernment of what’s appropriate. 

 

Scenario 1 - Bare Essentials 

 

Setup: 

Webcam focused on Facing bench. Laptop nearby. Hearing assist radio patched to 
microphone of laptop. Zoom runs on laptop as a “participant” (not as host). 

Zoom Attenders’ Experience. 

Zoom attenders see only those seated on the facing bench but hear all that is said in the 
room. Zoom attenders who share are heard but not seen by those present in person. 
Host duties are handled by a “Zoom Clerk” (present in-person) who operates the laptop 
in the meetingroom. The Zoom Clerk can mute and unmute the sound (microphone) 
coming from the meetinghouse to the Zoom session. The “Zoom Clerk” also mutes the 
microphones of Zoom attenders unless they are intentionally sharing.  

Upon Joining the Zoom Meeting, one sees the facing bench which has been 
“spotlighted” by the Zoom Clerk. One hears the ambient sounds of the meeting room.  
One hears those who share1 but does not see them.  If a Zoom attender wishes to 
speak, they unmute and speak as is usual for Zoom meetings. 

In-Person Attenders’ Experience 

The voices of the remote Zoom attenders are heard from the laptop’s speakers, but no 
screen is visible to see the person speaking. If a Zoom attender shares, the experience is 
the normal Zoom experience for others attending via Zoom. In person attenders not 
seated on the facing bench hear but do not see the person sharing on Zoom. 

In person attenders who do not wish to be seen on Zoom may seat themselves off-
camera by avoiding the facing bench. No screen is provided to see Zoom Attenders 

 

1 Friends who wish to be seen as well as heard could rise and come forward into the field of view of the laptop 
camera. 
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Scenario 2 - Mid-Level Tech 

Setup: 

Two or more wireless cameras are placed to cover all front-facing benches and the 
facing bench.  Laptop is situated on a back bench and operated by the Zoom Clerk. A 
hearing assist radio is patched to microphone of laptop. Zoom Clerk  is the Zoom Host.  
Laptop speakers are amplified. 

Zoom Attenders’ Experience 

In the mid-level setting, Zoom participants can see as well as hear the in-person 
attenders seated as a group, but not as head-and-shoulder closeups. The Zoom Clerk 
uses the laptop to choose the active camera, and to mute the microphone(s) of Zoom 
participants as needed. Otherwise, the experience is as described in the Bare Bones 
version.  

In-person Attenders Experience 

The Zoom cameras can be small and unobtrusive, but like security cameras, they will be 
a visible tech presence even though they remain stationary. No screen is provided to see 
Zoom participants, so apart from the presence of the Zoom Clerk and the cameras, the 
experience is like the bare bones scenario with amplified sound and no screen or 
screens to view the Zoom participants. 

 

 

Scenario 3 - Full Featured Tech 

 

Setup2: 

Two or more PTZ remotely controlled cameras3 with pan, tilt, and zoom features are 
situated to cover the entire meeting room and zoom in on Friends seated anywhere in 

 

2 This type of multi-camera setup can be seen at Middletown Borough Hall and other local governments. It’s used 

to record and televise meetings.  Usually someone seated at the facing table selects which cameras and images are 
televised. 

 

3 If no PTZ camera is available for demonstration, consider using fixed cameras making them as inobtrusive as 
possible. For example, a simple webcam or smartphone might be jerry-rigged to simulate the PTZ. 

https://www.monoprice.com/product?p_id=35520
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the meeting room. The Zoom clerk is seated at a table with a clear view of the room. A 
second person, the camera operator, is also seated at the table. A wide-screen TV 4  or a 
projector5 and screen are placed behind the facing benches mirroring the screen seen 
by Zoom attenders. A soundbar type speaker is below the TV screen projecting the 
sound from the Zoom meeting participants. Two laptops are in use. One is the Zoom 
host, the second is the camera control and switcher which controls the video that is 
seen by Zoom attenders. 

Zoom Participant Experience 

The visual focus of the Zoom host’s camera is moderated by the camera operator. In 
periods of silence it would be wide-angle views of those seated in the benches including 
the facing bench. When someone speaks, the nearest camera would align on the 
speaker and zoom to a close-up. In this way, Zoom attenders would both see and hear 
those in the benches. 

When a Zoom participant speaks, the experience would be the same as any Zoom 
meeting. 

In-person Attenders’ Experience 

Seated in the benches, friends would see each other and view the gallery of Zoom 
participants on the screen. The Zoom Clerk would, if necessary, page through gallery 
screens during silent periods so that those on the benches may feel the presence of all 
who are on the Zoom call.  The technology would be highly visible. The big screen being 
most obvious, one will also be aware of camera movements, and the key tapping and 
movements of the Zoom clerk and the camera operator. The Zoom participants would 
not be visible to those on the facing bench unless they turn in their seat to view the 
screen. 

One can expect that the amplified sound from the loudspeakers will not have the same 
personal affect as the in-person voices of friends. 

 
4 As an alternative to a large screen, several smaller monitor screens might be placed throughout the meeting room 
and styled to blend in. 

 

5 The projector could be situated in a balcony classroom behind the glass so as to be silent, or perhaps in a sound-
deadening box attached to the balcony. 
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TECHNICAL DESIGN OF HYBRID MEETINGS 

The Zoom Communications setup for a meeting room is an expansion on the normal 
home computer setup.  You are simply adding some components external to the 
computer.  Instead of using the camera, microphone, and loudspeakers that are 
integrated into the laptop computer, you are connecting external ones that are more 
versatile. This chapter lists the equipment that is necessary, shows how to connect 
everything, and offers options to solve problems .  The Appendix of this handbook gets 
into specifics and details about the components for those who are charged with 
installing and using the technology. Throughout this handbook you will find hyperlinks 
to online sources of supply and information.  

Connecting the Meeting Room Equipment 

  

The pictorial diagram above represents typical major components needed to scale up 
Zoom for a room full of participants.  The arrows denote the direction signals travel. 
Though it looks simple enough, the devil is in the details.  The following discussion 
should help you to understand what to look for as you choose from equipment available 
to you. 

Speakers 

Big 

Screen

Audio 
Source 

Camera 

Zoom 

host 
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The settings in the Zoom software allow you to select a sound source to use for the 
“microphone”6.  You choose from a list of sources that includes the computer’s built-in 
sound card plus any other devices that may deliver audio. 

I recommend an external sound card like the Vention brand shown.7  A mixer can also 
be used as described later in this chapter. With the external soundcard you bypass the 
uncertainties of using the computer’s internal sound card. By default, the computer’s 
internal alert sounds are sent to the internal sound card. Make sure, or use your 
computer’s settings to silence alerts. 

The list of devices shown in the Zoom settings includes “default” or system. It is best to 
manually select the specific device you choose to use since default settings may change 
when you connect different devices to the USB ports. 

Matching up Audio Components 

Different audio components to those shown in the diagram may be needed depending 
on the source you get your incoming audio from. Likewise, the destination for your 
outgoing Zoom audio may require added components. 

Because microphone inputs are designed to amplify very weak audio (minus forty 
decibels)8 you will need to turn the volume way down on whatever device you connect 
as an audio source if it is not a microphone. If you have excessive distortion, you may 
need to use an input attenuator9 to reduce the level going to the microphone input of 
the Vention USB external sound card. 

 

6 Zoom uses the term “microphone” for all types of sound capture devices. So external mixers, video capture devices, 
and such will all be listed as microphone choices in the settings. 

7 Using the computer’s built-in 3.5 mm mic/headphone jack can be tricky because there are at least two different 
ways of wiring the plug, and there are three-wire, and four-wire versions of plugs. In addition, inserting the plug 
switches off both the built-in speakers and mic. This may or may not pose a problem if you had planned to use one of 
them without the other. 

8 Engineers quantify sound using a loudness scale relative to a reference of zero decibels. Without going into detail, 
microphones typically produce a weak electrical signal of -50 db. Devices such as a CD player, or a smart phone 
produce a much stronger signal of -10 db which is much more loudness that the microphone. Further amplification is 
needed to get enough power to drive loudspeakers.  

 

9 See “Direct Box” and “Mixer” in the appendix. 

https://www.amazon.com/VENTION-External-Headphone-Microphone-Compatible/dp/B08LGPKFN5
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Connecting External Cameras 

Inexpensive web cameras connect directly to the USB port of the 
computer.  With the introduction of the USB Type “C” connector on Apple 
and other new computers, an adapter is needed for the older type “A” 
USB plug (shown on left in this picture). 

Applications that use your smartphone as an external camera are wireless. No cable is 
needed.  

Other cameras may only offer an HDMI connection and 
require a video capture device10 to deliver the image to the 
USB port of the computer. These range in price from $20 to 
over $300.  A cheap one should suffice for Zoom meetings. The capture device may also 
capture any audio available from the camera. If that audio is satisfactory you won’t need 
a separate microphone. 

 A word of caution. Not all digital cameras have a suitable video output for Zoom.  Do 
some internet research on your make and model camera before buying a capture 
device. Many cameras superimpose the exposure, focus, and other unwanted data on 
the image that’s available via the HDMI port of the camera.  That video was intended for 
use by a photographer, not as a webcam output. 

Notes on Zoom Settings 

Once you have experimented a bit and settled upon the choices described above, there 
are settings in the Zoom application to optimize how your Hybrid meeting sounds and 
looks to both the live audience and the online Zoom Meeting participants. For now, skim 
these notes and return to them only if you need them to make your hybrid meeting 
work satisfactorily. 

Test your setup. Visit Zoom.us/test. This page of the Zoom website launches a dummy 
meeting and allows you to run through the microphone and speaker tests.  Use it to 
adjust the volume of sound in the meeting room, and to make sure the incoming 
“microphone” volume from the meeting room is satisfactory.  The test automatically 
opens the settings screen for you. 

 

10 See discussion in the appendix. 

https://zoom.us/test
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Optimize Audio.  Zoom manages loudness and echo using digital signal processing 
(DSP).  Although they call this their magic sauce 
and consider it proprietary, audio engineers 
recognize some of the sauce ingredients by 
listening. There are two processes at work to 
normalize the loudness of different voices. The 
first is background noise suppression engineers 
call “expansion”.   Sounds that fall below a 
certain low threshold are made much softer or 
are cut-off (gated) altogether. This has the effect 
of silencing ambient noises in a Zoom 
participant’s room such as the drone of the air 
conditioner. Expansion may render soft voices 
inaudible, or cause break-up. 

The second process is called “compression”.  
Sounds above a certain threshold are dialed back 
instantaneously to prevent one voice from being 
too loud and the next being too soft.  

These automated features are collectively called 
“dynamics” and you can shut them off in Zoom 
by selecting the original sound option.11 Experiment to see what sounds best to the 
online participants. 

 

Zoom also has settings to control echo suppression. Your microphones not only pick up 
voices, but they also pick up the sound from your computer’s speakers as it reverberates 
in the room. These unwanted sounds are electronically cancelled in the Zoom app to 
prevent feedback and echo.  Use the advanced settings to get the best results for the 
room you are in. This may change if you relocate any of the components. 

Optimize Video. The Zoom video settings allow you to choose standard or high 
definition.  High definition gives the best picture but requires a more robust Wi-Fi 
connection.12 If your Wi-Fi is robust enough, choose HD. When you have started your 

 

11 These settings are accessed by clicking the carat [^] symbol near the microphone and camera icons on the Zoom 
app screen. Zoom has been evolving and these settings change over 

12 Wi-Fi connections and Ethernet wired connections are analogous to water mains. The bigger the pipe the more 
robust the water supply will be. The term “bandwidth” refers to the amount of data flow a connection will deliver 
measured in bits, the most elementary unit of data – a 0 or 1. Urban homes typically have five to ten megabits per 

Clean Audio is Necessary 

Zoom is designed to recognize 
and suppress ambient sounds 
typically picked up by the 
microphone of a participant’s 
laptop. If the sound you capture 
in your meeting room has noise 
that’s almost as loud as the 
voices you want heard, Zoom’s 
noise gate may cut out syllables 
or ignore those voices 
altogether because they don’t 
stand out enough above the 
noise. Natural reverberation in 
a room can muddy the voices 
even when Zoom doesn’t cut 
them. 
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zoom meeting, checking the statistics page in the settings will give you an indication of 
how near the bandwidth limit your setup is running. 

You may need to disable the “mirror video” option if the video is flipped to reverse left 
and right as in a mirror image. 

Useful Equipment List (Some items are optional). 

(No need to buy anything if you already have a similar item.) 

• Computer.  The computer should be pre-tested to be sure it performs well with 
the Zoom Communications Software.  This is easily done using the test page of 
the Zoom.us website: Zoom.us/test. Note that in the settings page of your Zoom 
app there is a “statistics” option that will provide useful diagnostic information. 

• Vention external sound card. (Amazon.com $10.00) 

o Speakers.  For most rooms, a soundbar or powered speakers like those 
commonly used with desktop computers will work fine. (Typically < $50 if 
you must buy them.) 

o External PA System Connection 
The headphone output from the Vention USB external sound card will 
work great with external speakers or soundbars made to connect to a 
headphone jack on a computer.  However, the headphone signal may be 
too strong for the PA system’s Microphone input connection. An 
attenuator may be necessary on the PA system input. Musicians 
commonly face this problem when connecting their instruments. Devices 
called “direct boxes” provide the needed attenuator as well as other 
components to match up devices to the input of the amplifier. The Pyle 
Model PDC21 is a good value. (Pyle Direct Box from Amazon.com $10 to 
$20.) 

• Microphone. Zoom treats all external sound sources as the microphone. The 
options you choose here depend on the venue. 

o Webcam microphone. Most external webcams have an integrated mic 
that may be sufficient. 

 
second Wi-Fi bandwidth. Businesses might have 200 or 300 megabits per second or even thousands of megabits per 
second. 

https://zoom.us/test
https://www.amazon.com/VENTION-External-Headphone-Microphone-Compatible/dp/B08LGPKFN5
https://smile.amazon.com/Premium-Direct-Injection-Audio-Box/dp/B0027V760M
https://smile.amazon.com/Premium-Direct-Injection-Audio-Box/dp/B0027V760M
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o Meeteasy. This is a Bluetooth tabletop device with both amplified 
loudspeaker and microphones. Designed to sit in the middle of a 
conference table, it works better than the laptop alone. (Amazon) 

o Feed from PA system. At large events where the presenters and 
participants all use microphones, simply connect directly to the PA system 
using appropriate cables and adapters13, or place the Zoom mic near a PA 
system loudspeaker.   

o Hearing Assist. If your venue has a headphone system for people with 
impaired hearing, use it as your Zoom microphone. Connect the earphone 
output of the hearing assist radio to the microphone input.14 This is 
superior to many other options because the hearing assist systems are 
optimized for voice and normalized for more uniform loudness.  

o PZM Microphone. These extra sensitive microphones are designed to 
capture sound from the whole room.  You will need the microphone and a 
preamplifier. The preamplifier provides power to the mic and allows you 
to easily adjust volume manually. (See appendix) 

Audio connections may require cables and adapters. Stereo headphone plugs typically 
need an adapter plug to combine left and right channels for a monaural computer or PA 
system connection. The fastest way to know is to experiment. Buy the adapters and 
have them on hand if you don’t already know from experience. The illustration below 
shows representative products selected for value. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13 Please see the Appendix for the discussion of adapters, attenuators and audio mixers. 

14 A simple patch cord may work or you may need an attenuator. See appendix. 

https://smile.amazon.com/Bluetooth-Speakerphone-Conferencing-Compatible-Softphone
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• Camera Choices. The integrated camera in your laptop may suffice.  But an external 
webcam on a tripod or desk stand may be more flexible. Below, I have listed some 
options.  

o External Webcam. Typically, these come with a six-foot USB cable attached. 
10-foot USB extension cables are easily available, and Tripp Lite makes longer 
extensions with repeater amplifiers. Although designed to perch atop a 
monitor screen, most have a threaded hole for use with a camera tripod. 
(Webcam) 

o Smart Phone. Many smart phones can double as a webcam if you have the 
right app on the phone and the companion software on the computer you use 
for Zoom. One such paring for iPhones is found at: Epocam. An Android Phone 
can use DroidCam. These have the advantage of being wireless Bluetooth 
connections to the Zoom computer. A wide variety of clamps are available to 
mount a phone on a mic stand or a photo tripod. 

<< PZM Boundary Microphone by Audio 
Technica. About $100 from Sweetwater. 
Note that this will require phantom power 
and a preamplifier. Consider Shure Brand 
also. 

>> An alternative by MXL connects to the 
computer’s USB port but may not have 

enough sensitivity for a big room.  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08ZXNDNYQ/ref=syn_sd_onsite_desktop_461
https://www.elgato.com/en/epoccam
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dev47apps.droidcam
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o DSLR Camera.  Like my Canon Rebel, many cameras now have software that 
allows you to use them as webcams.  Adjustable optical zoom, high video 
quality, and good low-light performance may persuade you to try this option. 
Search Google for the software. Canon’s software is a free download. 

o Video Camera. If your video camera has a “clean” video output (no 
superimposed text), it may serve as an external camera for your computer. 
Some cameras work with a USB cable, others provide video through a HDMI 
video connection and require a HDMI to USB converter ($20 to $300). 

o Remote Controlled Camera System.15 Installation of remotely controlled pan-
tilt-zoom (PTZ) cameras is common in business meeting rooms. The Owl 
camera system is controlled by artificial intelligence and automatically 
features the person who is speaking. Both are described in the Appendix.  

 

• Wi-Fi Bandwidth Requirement.  The Internet connection to your computer should 
be capable of consistently delivering no less than 1.5 Mbps16 and preferably 10 
Mbps.  Test it at Speedtest.net.  Also, run a Zoom meeting and check the bandwidth 
you actually use by opening the “Statistics” item in settings. If your video is set for 
high definition (HD or 1080), you will need more bandwidth than if it is set for 
standard definition (SD or 720). Note that available bandwidth may be reduced when 
an audience is present because the other people may connect to the same Wi-Fi as 
your Zoom call uses.  
 
Older computers may have obsolete internet adapters that limit connections to <15 
Mbps even though the Wi-Fi network is much faster. (High speed Internet adapter) 

 

Operational Tips 

Once you have the technology up and running, be sure you understand how to get the 
most out of Zoom. As the host there are numerous things you should do to prevent 
distractions and keep your meeting running smoothly. Usually, it is a good idea to divide 
up the responsibilities. Here are the roles I suggest: 

 

15 See appendix for discussions of Owl, PTZ, and more. 

16 Mbps = megabits per second = 1,000 kilobits per second = 1,000,000 bits per second. A bit is a binary 1 or 0. [A 
“byte” is a group of eight bits. MBps = megabytes per second.] 

https://www.amazon.com/Camcorder-Computer-Streaming-Broadcasting-Conference/dp/B08NYHLVX1/ref=asc_df_B08NYHLVX1
https://speedtest.net/
https://www.amazon.com/1200Mbps-Wireless-ZTESY-n%EF%BC%8C2-4GHz-Antennas/dp/B07F9WJ1C1/ref=asc_df_B07F9WJ1C1
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• Moderator: The on-camera person who introduces the program, greets online 
participants, and coordinates the presenters. For a Quaker Meeting for Worship, this 
would usually be the Clerk. 

• Producer: The off-camera person who hosts and runs the Zoom meeting. The 
producer “spotlights” presenters, mutes microphones that are picking up unwanted 
sounds like a dog barking and monitors the chat window. The producer may also run 
a PowerPoint presentation, video, or audio for the presenter. If breakout rooms are 
used, the producer would manage the process and the timing. 

• Stage Manager: In a large venue the stage manager would attend to house lights, 
the sound board, and microphones as well as assisting in-person guests with using 
microphones or hearing-assist gear. 

These roles require practice.  Under pressure, that which seemed clear when you read 
the how-to instructions will be forgotten.  Your eyes and hands need to learn the right 
moves – but only if you rehearse them. 

It’s Yours to Design 

It’s likely that no two hybrid meeting environments will be alike.  This pamphlet 
illustrates basic possibilities and is a starting point.  Perfecting your arrangements will be 
an iterative process. You’ll work with the audio-visual equipment you have at hand and 
add whatever you need to achieve a working system. Then, with experience, you will 
discover what works and what doesn’t. 

For more  ideas, search the term “hybrid meetings” on YouTube. You will find a variety 
of good video demos there. Lots of people are working at this and innovating. New 
products are introduced daily.  This pamphlet will surely be outdated by the time your 
read it.  The most current iteration will be found at my website ChiefWiz.com. 

 

https://chiefwiz.com/
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APPENDIX 

 

This appendix provides technical details for those charged with designing and building 
your hybrid system. Here you will find explanations of jargon, background on the 
purpose and uses of particular types of equipment, and other details that may or may 
not be relevant to the needs of your meeting.  

If you are reading a printed copy of this document, you don’t have the hyperlinks to 
online references that the PDF version contains. Visit https://ChiefWiz.com to download 
a copy. 

https://chiefwiz.com/
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Audio Connectors and Adapters Explained 

You can’t assume that because a plug fits into a jack, the signal will transfer the way you 
intend. This section explains why you so often need adapters to connect audio from one 
device to another. 

Stereo  

Let’s start by considering how the little stereo earphone plug is wired.  The plug is 
designed to keep the audio to the left ear separate from the audio to the right ear.  
When you look closely at the 3.5 mm stereo plug, you see that it has three parts that are 
insulated from each other: The “tip” the “ring” and the “sleeve”.  The tip is for the left 
channel, the ring is for the right, and the sleeve is the common return circuit. These left 
and right signals are called “unbalanced” because they share a common wire return 
path called ground or shield.17 

This plug is commonly used on earbuds and 
headphones used with personal radios and music 
players. It comes in two sizes: ¼ inch (6.35 mm) and 
1/8 inch (3.5 mm). Often headphones are sold with an 
adapter to allow connection to either size jack on the 
source device. 

Some devices, such as an earbud made for just one ear, are inherently monaural and 
come with a TS plug. They may also have a TRS plug with the ring and tip connected 

 

17 You’ll hear such common return paths referred to as “ground”. The Brits call it “earth”. This quaint language is 
rooted in the early telegraphs of the late 1800’s.  Back then a telegraph line was often a single bare wire extending 
miles suspended from poles with glass insulators. The return was not a wire at all, it was the Earth itself – the 
connection being made by driving a steel stake eight feet into the ground. Hence the term ground. 

A century ago, when the telephone was new technology, plugs were a rugged one quarter inch in diameter and 
monaural. So, there was only tip and ring. The tip was plus and the sleeve was minus and ground. But with the 
advent of miniaturization in electronics, the transistor, high fidelity, stereo recording and broadcasting, connector 
designs evolved. The earth ground quickly proved unsatisfactory because it introduced hum and noise due to the 
presence of other stray electrical currents in the circuit.  

Stringing a second wire to serve as a dedicated return current path greatly reduced the noise issue by isolating the 
circuit from such stray currents. The telephone industry began using two wires for voice and called it a balanced line. 
The ground circuit was not totally abandoned because it could be used for other purposes, like operating the 
mechanism that keeps or returns coins deposited in a payphone, or the ringer on a party line phone. Switchboards 
used tip-ring-sleeve plugs and jacks to accommodate the balanced pair and ground wires. 
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internally. The groove or detent in the tip contact allows the plug to latch when inserted 
so that it doesn’t fall out easily. 

 

In telephony and in professional sound systems, the TRS plug is used for balanced 
monaural signals. Using the shield or ground as a return path in an audio circuit exposes 
it to electromagnetic fields produced nearby electrical wiring and natural sources. This is 
particularly problematic with longer cable lengths and sensitive microphones. The term 
“balanced” means that the return path is not shared. The current travels out on one 
wire and returns to the source on the other. Often these two wires are encased in a 
braided wire shield or ground to prevent electrical interference (hum). 

Conflicts 

It doesn’t work to feed a stereo signal into a balanced input because the right signal is 
where the monaural return signal should be. If you hear anything from the speakers, it 
will be the distorted result of the left and right channels cancelling each other. 

You can, however, feed a monaural signal into a stereo input. The tip conveys signal to 
the left channel, and the ring contact is shorted to the sleeve by the TS plug. As a result, 
you hear the left channel clearly and the right not at all.  

Various kinds of adapters are made to overcome these problems. The simplest is a 
female stereo TRS jack wired to monaural TS plug. Inside the plug the 
tip and ring contacts are wired to the tip contact of the plug.  

 This allows you to plug your stereo headphones into a monaural 
source and hear the sound in both ears.   

The reverse is not so simple. If you use this adapter to combine separate left and right 
signals (stereo) to feed a monaural input distortion can happen.  Depending on the 
electronics of the source, the left and right channels may conflict creating distortion, 
pops, and clicks. It is best to use a mixer, or to build an adapter with 470-ohm resistors 

to isolate the left and right channels before you combine them. 
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Headsets 

Some earbuds and headsets are fitted with microphones. The microphone circuit must 
be separate from the earphone circuit, and this is done by adding a second ring to 
create the TRRS plug. To complicate matters these four contact plugs have numerous 
incompatible uses. You will find an excellent discussion online in the “Cablechick” blog. 
[Cablechick is the source of these colorful diagrams.] 

 

The diagrams above show the circuits that are connected to each contact in the most 
common audio configurations.  However, cellphone and camera manufacturers don’t 
necessarily follow the conventions shown above.  In the diagram below, you’ll see other 
configurations. 

 

The rule is: there is no rule.  You can usually find information on the internet concerning 
“pinouts” for the device you want to connect to. But if you don’t know a cable or 
adapter’s original purpose, you will have to use a continuity checker and determine the 
configuration for yourself. 

 

 

https://www.cablechick.com.au/blog/understanding-trrs-and-audio-jacks/
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Direct Boxes 

Most public venues with public address systems have wall jacks for connecting 
microphones. Musicians often want to connect their electronic instruments to the 
sound system. There is no standard that applies to all instruments, and the venue may 
not have tech-savvy people to help.   

The Direct Box allows musicians to connect musical 
instruments and other gear to those mic inputs.  
The typical direct box has an XLRM (male) 
connector that accepts the standard professional 
microphone cable.  Inside the box there is an 
isolation transformer, switches, and resistors that 
allow the musician to deal with problems that 
show up when making audio connections.  Just 
about anything can be connected to the input side 
of the box, and by operating the switches an 
acceptable result can be achieved.  

One switch is usually labeled “ground lift” – if there is audible hum, try clicking it. 

Another switch or switches are labeled with numbers like “0 db”, “10 db”, and “40 db”. 
These represent attenuation or reduction of the loudness at the output. First set the 
volume to mid-range on the device you are connecting to the output of the direct box.  
Then flip the switches on and off to find the combination that gives the best quality 
audio.The input jacks are typically all wired to each other inside the box and are there to 
allow various types of cables to be attached. They are usually monaural unless marked 

otherwise. Though they are wired for balanced TRS connectors, unbalanced TS 
connectors work fine with some sacrifice in noise reduction .  

The Pyle direct box pictured is the simplest. You can find them for as little as $10. They 
will let you connect just about anything to a PA system’s microphone or line input with a 
standard microphone cable. 

 

https://www.pyleaudio.com/sku/PDC21/Professional-High-Performance-Passive-DI-Box---14-Instrument-To-Balanced-and-Unbalanced-(14XLR)-Direct-Box
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A switch lets you reduce (attenuate) the strength of the signal if it is too strong. The 
transformer isolates your gear from the PA system and converts an unbalanced line to a 
balanced line. The “ground lift” switch disconnects the shield/ground wire of your 
equipment from the shield of the cable going to the system. Sometimes this reduces 
hum and noise caused by ground loops. 

More upscale products add features like a way of mixing the left and right channels of a 

stereo to feed the monaural input of a PA system. 

 

 

The Scarlett 2i2 adds a preamplifier, rotary gain controls, and an analog to digital 
converter (ADC or DAC) sometimes also called a digital interface. 

 

Simple mixers, discussed elsewhere, may eliminate the need for direct boxes. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_CWwGivoV4
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Mixers 

 

Mixers blend the signals from microphones, instruments, and devices. The input signals 
are amplified, normalized, and piped into line level outputs.  

Measuring Loudness 

Let’s take a moment to understand how the relative strength of signals is compared. 
The decibel or dB was named after Alexander Graham Bell.  Bell sought to develop a unit 
of sound power that represented a just noticeable difference in loudness.  

The original “Bell” unit proved too large, so engineers started working with units that 
represented one tenth of that unit 
terming it a decibel. Decibels are 
always expressed in relative terms. 
The chart to the right is sound levels 
measured in open air where zero 
represents absolute silence. 

Note that the comfort range is less 
than 110 decibels. 

Electrical signals are referenced to a 
standard set of electrical conditions 
that has its roots in the telephone 
industry. Engineers needed to 
define loudness in terms of 
electrical power because volts and 
amps can easily be measured and 
power can be computed. Engineers 
first established a level of power 
that produced clear sound in a 
telephone receiver. Anything less powerful was expressed in negative numbers. 
Anything louder or more powerful was expressed in positive numbers. At first they were 
mainly interested in estimating the losses over long telephone lines, so measurements 
were expressed in negative numbers to reflect lost power. Positive figures represented 
amplification to offset loss. If, after traveling over ten miles of telephone wire, the signal 
had lost six dB, that loss measurement would be -6 dB relative to what the loudness was 
before traveling the distance. A gain of +6 dB would offset this loss. 

In audio measurements zero dBm is defined as 1 milliwatt of power (.001 watt).  If the 
circuit has a load resistance of 600 ohms, the old telephone standard, an AC voltmeter 
would measure .776 volts (0 dBv).  
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A change of 1 dB is not noticeable to most people. An abrupt change of 3 dB is easy to 
hear. Even a slow change of 10 db will be noticed by most listeners. 

An increase of 20 dB is a dramatic change and represents one hundred times as much 
power. A decrease of 20 dB represents one hundredth (.01). Here is a table showing the 
relative power levels of common audio equipment. 

  

Typical signal  
Level coming from 
Certain devices 

ANALOG 

metered 
as dBv Device Type 

 +18 

 +12 

Headphone Jack +6 

Pro preamps, 
wireless mics, 
Instruments. 

0 

-6 

CD deck, DVD audio -12 

 -18 

Electret condenser 
mics with head 
amps 

-24 

-30 

 -36 

 -42 

Dynamic mics, 
turntable magnetic 
cartridges 

-48 

-54 

-60 

 
(Typical noise floor) 

-66 

-72 
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Level Meters 

All of the foregoing is useful background, and meter readings and adjustments are the 
practical extension of these concepts. Typically, color LED lights are 
used to show sound levels.  The illustration shows the panel of an 
Allen and Heath mixer. The lights come on in sequence starting from 
the bottom as the instantaneous signal level rises. Green is the safe 
zone where no distortion is being added. When peaks make the 
yellow lights flash it means we don’t have much headroom left - a 
loud passage could distort the output. Orange means we have no 
headroom, and red means we are clipping. Clipping is unpleasant to 
the ear and ruins a recording. 

Clipping happens in analog gear when the equipment is no capacity left to deliver more 
undistorted power. In digital audio equipment, it means we don’t have enough bits to 
code the loudness correctly – the equipment simply can’t register a number that is big 
enough to represent the loudness of the sound. 

The meters on older 
gear follow the analog 
convention (dBv) where 
+4 dB is the threshold of 
clipping. With such 
meters we’d seek to 
keep our signal peaking 
between -6 and zero. 
Some equipment is 
designed to leave 
additional headroom 
beyond the +4 levels. 
Manufacturers know 
that DJs like to push the 
limits. Products with 
extra headroom are the 
hotrods of professional 
sound recording. 

The digital convention (dBFS) used in newer digital equipment recognizes the 
absoluteness of the digital upper limit. The acronym means “decibels full scale” where 
zero is an absolute maximum. There is no plus four red zone because the digital system 
cannot register a higher number. Clipping of peaks must occur if zero is exceeded. The 
The table shows how dBv and dBFS relate to the output levels of common audio devices, 
and to practical mixer operations.  

ANALOG 
metered as 

dBv 

DIGITAL 
metered as 

dBFS 

Comment 

+18 0 Clipping zone: Distorted Output 

+12 -6 Potential Clipping, depends on equipment 

+6 -12 Headroom for brief peaks (e.g.: Cymbal struck) 

0 -18 Pro “line” level = +4 

-6 -24 Mixer bus level peaks here to leave headroom. 

-12 -30 Consumer “line” level = -10 

-18 -36 Compressor threshold set point (plus or minus?) 

-24 -42  

-30 -48  

-36 -54  

-42 -60 Set expander threshold here? 

-48 -66  

-54 -72 Gate effect cut off set here to cut hiss and noise 
between syllables and words. -60 -78 

-66 -84  

-72 -90 Noise Floor (hum, hiss, inductive noises)  
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Mixer Features 

We started out this discussion with the idea that a mixer blends sounds from different 
sources. Actually, those “sounds” are electrical signals at different incoming power 
levels.  The first thing a mixer does is amplify each of the signals to normalize it making 
it approximately the same as the other inputs. A microphone might deliver an electrical 
signal of -45 dB;  its signal would require 45db of power gain (amplification) to reach the 
desired zero dBv mix level. The “gain” knob on the channel sets this amplification. 

A CD player made for consumer use might need only 10 dB of amplifier gain to bring it 
up to the nominal zero level. The headphone output of an FM radio might need, 6 to 12 
dB.  

When all the individual channel gain knobs are properly set, an ANALOG mixer’s meter 
(dBv) will average -6 dB with some peaks at zero. The DIGITAL mixer’s meter will 
average -18 with peaks at -12 because it has a different reference point. 

The normalized signal may then be filtered (equalized) to balance bass and treble. 
Effects like reverb, echo, delay, and more can be derived from the normalized signal to 
enhancing the mix sound. The resulting signals from each input channel are applied to 
the left and right mixer internal signal path (bus). 

The combined signal from each mix bus goes to a master fader and then to the line 
output(s) of the mixer. The mixer’s output level is set by the master fader. 

 

 Some mixers provide a means to tap into the internal signal path (bus) at various 
points.  One common feature is a monitor bus that is separate from the program bus to 
allow the operator to listen to one or more channels.  Another is a monitor for 
performers that features their voice or instrument so that they can hear themselves 
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over the rest of the band. Recorder outputs that tap in before the master fader provide 
a suitable level for recording equipment that doesn’t change with loudspeaker volume.  

Gain and Level 

The gain control described above sets the amplification that brings the channel up to 
the proper level for mixing. The “level” control or fader is used to boost or reduce the 
level relative to other channels. So, it would normally start out with a zero setting, 
neither boosting nor reducing what was preset with the gain control.  During an event, 
the fader settings create the desired mix.   

Some mixers are little more than a direct box, others are more full featured. Here are 
some photos of inexpensive mixers that might be used in designing the audio for your 
hybrid meeting setup. 
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These mixers all cost less than $100. Professional mixers can cost thousands depending 
on the features. Many are all solid state and top of the line Yamaha mixers are really 
computers with software defined mixer functions. 

The mixer shown below, a Yamaha QL-1, starts at $8,500.  It looks like the old analog 
mixers, but it is entirely digital. It is a purpose-built computer designed to do the work of 
many refrigerator-size racks of analog equipment. It is the tool set that lets engineers fill 
a theater with clear sound that reaches every seat. 
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Mixer Features Table 

We’ve covered Gain and Level controls. The table below briefly surveys other features 
to demystify the jargon you may see in promotional literature or hear in YouTube video. 

Name Function Remarks 

GEQ (Graphic 
Equalizer) 

Tone control Boost or reduce specific 
frequencies 

Q (passband) Broad to Narrow filter Higher Q means sharper and 
narrower 

Shelf Flat bandpass with a 
dropoff 

Graph that is flat like a shelf. 

Knee (of curve) Edge of the shelf Set sharp or smooth, set 
frequency 

High pass Passes Treble, filters lows  

Low Pass Passes Bass, filters highs  

Pan Relative Left – Right 
position 

 

Phantom Power 9 to 48 volts DC over mic 
cable 

Provides power to the integrated 
head amp in the microphone 

Fx or Function  Shapes sound digitally (e.g.: echo, pitch change, reverb, 
etc.) 

DSP Digital Signal Processor (e.g.: compression, delay, limiter, 
etc.) 

DAC or ADC Digital Analog Converter Encodes and decodes audio. 

DAW Digital Audio Workstation Software to process audio in a 
computer 

Monitor Output for performer(s) 
or control room. 

Used to monitor a single input or 
the mix. 

Pad Fixed amount of signal 
attenuation. 

Tempers down a “hot” high-level 
input that’s too powerful. 

Signal (light) Lights when audio is 
present 

Helps identify the active channels 
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PFL Pre-Fader listen Samples channel to monitor 
phones. 

Solo Exclude other channels 
from the monitor. 

Used to monitor and adjust that 
channel 

Cue Like Solo Used to listen while locating the 
start point of a recorded track. 

Mute Disconnects channel from 
mix 

Silences coughing etc. 

Dante Digital Audio Network 
Through Ethernet  

Controls and interconnects 
theater gear over Ethernet. 

 

The technical vocabulary for audio has only a couple of hundred special words. A good 
glossary may be found at Sound on Sound. 

https://www.soundonsound.com/glossary
https://www.soundonsound.com/glossary
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Hearing Assist Systems 

 

The acoustics of a large room make it hard for those with hearing loss to understand. A 
hearing assist system overcomes many of the acoustic problems with a combination of 
well-placed microphones and digitally enhanced sound. 

Each person who wishes to use the system is given a personal receiver with earphones. 
They can adjust the loudness to their personal preference.  Some receivers are FM 
radios tuned to a private radio channel; others use infra-red light encoded with the 
sound. 

At the transmitter, digital signal processing (DSP) is employed to optimize the 
transmitted audio. The irrelevant sounds are filtered out leaving only those necessary to 
understand human speech.  The filtered sound is normalized by amplifying softer 
sounds, while reducing loud sounds. The result is crisp easy-to-understand sound 
coming from an earphone right at the listener’s ear.  The best systems give the illusion 
that the sound is inside one’s head. 

Some hearing aids are equipped with the “telecoil” so that they work with certain types 
of telephone. The hearing assist receiver can be equipped with an inductive neck loop 
that passes the audio signal directly to the hearing aid through the telecoil. 
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Analog vs. Digital? 

Sound is waves of pressure in the air. These pressure waves are converted to electricity 
by microphones. The first telephone microphones were made by covering a small 

amount of granulated carbon in a container with a 
diaphragm. The resistance of the carbon to the flow 
of electricity changes with pressure on the 
diaphragm. 

As electronics evolved, many more ingenious ways of 
capturing sound have evolved so that high quality 
reliable microphones are integrated into cell phones, 
computers, cameras, and appliances. 

The electrical signals captured are complex wave 
forms that mirror the sound. If the signals are 
amplified so that they have the power necessary to 
move air, a loudspeaker can convert the electrical 
signal back into sound waves. 

The electrical signals are analog because they are continuously variable, and their 
physical properties mirror those of the sound. 

Digital information is not continuous. It is 
comprised of numerical values. Conversion of 
analog data to digital is a process of sampling 
and quantifying the analog properties of the 
signal. The diagram below shows an analog 
signal (green). At intervals, the amplitude of 
this is measured and saved as a number. If you 
graph the numbers in sequence, you get a 
shape that roughly represents the original. 
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It’s easy to imagine that doubling or quadrupling the number of measurements taken in 
this time period would give a much closer representation of the original.  If you had 

hundreds or thousands of samples, the resulting graph 
would look almost identical to the original curve. 

This is what a digital converter does. It samples the 
analog information at a rate fast enough to assure that 
the conversion back to analog from digital is close 
enough for pleasant listening.  The highest audio 
frequency people can hear is 20,000 cycles (20 kHz). The 
typical sampling rate for audio recording is 48 kHz.  

The soundcard in your computer samples analog signals 
and digitizes them for the various apps that record, process, or reproduce audio – and 
vice versa. 

https://www.izotope.com/en/learn/digital-audio-basics-sample-rate-and-bit-depth.html
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Video Capture Devices 

Few computers are equipped with a way to capture HDMI video  Most devices, such as 
DVD players, that have video output are equipped with an HDMI output connector.  
Most computers have an HDMI video output.  

 The plug has a distinctive “D” shape. In addition to 
the video signal, the cables also carry stereo audio 
and electrical power. Some also incorporate an 
Ethernet connection. Various manufacturers now 
make a converter that allows your computer to 

“see” any HDMI device as if it were an external camera by delivering the digital video to 
a USB port. The prices have been coming down and at this writing the cheapest are less 
than $20 dollars. High quality ones cost $100 to $300. Virtually all are designed to 
prevent illegal copying of rights protected movies and video.  

Popular uses of these devices include connecting the output of one computer to the 
video input of another or connecting a high-end video camera to a computer. 

Digital Cameras and Digital Video Cameras often have one or two video output 
connectors. Some are intended solely for external view finders. The two most common 
connections are USB and HDMI.  

My Canon Rebel T7i has both a USB connection and a mini-HDMI connection. You can 
connect a TV monitor to the HDMI connection and see exactly what you see on the 
viewfinder screen that is part of the camera. That’s not satisfactory because the picture 
has all of the camera exposure and other setting data super imposed and there is no 
way to get remove that overlay from the output. Canon offers free software to allow 
use of the camera with a computer via the USB connection.  The software lets Zoom and 
OBS software connect to the camera as if it were an external webcam. 

With an HDMI converter just about any device that has an HDMI video output may be 
used to feed video to your computer.  This includes cameras, other computers, DVD 
players, and more.  Here are some examples of converters: 

The Elgado Cam-link at $125 is a well-made 
workhorse product. I’ve used mine for hours of 
high-quality recordings and for Zoom calls. 

Early in 2021 dozens of new products with 
similar claims were introduced on Amazon and 
eBay.  I found one for only $20 on Amazon, and I 
bought it to evaluate it. It failed after 20 minutes 
and Amazon cheerfully refunded my money. I 

https://www.newegg.com/elgato-cam-link-4k/p/N82E16815131041
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bought a very similar one that had the “Amazon’s Choice” endorsement and it works 
fine. Others ranging up to $150 are too numerous to mention. Evidently people who 
play action games on personal computers like to record and share their play. 

Use Your Smartphone 

Your phone may serve as a wireless web cam with the 
correct software. Epocam by Elgado works with Apple 
phones. For Android phones get DroidCam at the 
Google Play store.  

There are many varieties of clamps for phones and 
tablets to mount them on a tripod or a microphone 
stand. Shop for one that fits your phone. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.elgato.com/en/epoccam
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dev47apps.droidcam&hl=en_US&gl=US
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PTZ (Pan-Tilt-Zoom) Cameras 

 

The PTZ is a digital camera that is usually permanently installed, often as one of several 
that can be controlled from a central location to show both panoramic views and also 
zoomed in to show an individual person. The controls resemble game controllers or TV 
remotes.   

It would require exceptional skill and coordination to replicate the speed and 
smoothness of a camera on a tripod operated directly by a person. For live productions, 
a computer and software is used to choose among the cameras, and by repositioning 
cameras when they are not selected for broadcast, one can shift the focus to produce 
varied visually interesting content.  

The PTZ camera assembly can be relatively small, silent, and unobtrusive – highly 
appropriate and desirable for worship 
services. Mounted high on a wall, or in 
the ceiling, it does not obstruct the lines 
of sight in the room. Many business 
meeting spaces incorporate these 
cameras. Pennswood Village uses two 
in its recently redesigned Penn Hall. 

Let’s look at a representative product 
and analyze the specifications: 

The PTZ pictured is a $1,100 mid-range 
camera – 

AVKANS NDI18 Camera, 20X Broadcast 
Live Streaming PTZ Camera for Church 
and Live Production, NDI HX 4.0(Black) 
This model connects to the computer 
that controls it using Cat 6 Ethernet 
cables.  These convey power to operate 
the electronics and video. Audio can 

also be transmitted from an externa source. In addition to sending video using internet 
protocol (IP), this camera produces an HDMI output that can be displayed on a monitor 

 

18 NDI allows multiple video systems to identify and communicate with one another over Ethernet cables, and to 
encode, transmit and receive many streams of high quality, low latency, frame-accurate video and audio in realtime. 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B085XYVWN3/ref=sspa_dk_detail_0
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directly, It can be controlled with various types of control systems used with PDZ 
cameras.  

 

Here is a table that explains some of the jargon used in describing the camera. 

 

Acronym 

or Term 

Definition Remarks 

PTZ Pan, Tilt, Zoom Camera movements that are remotely 

controllable 

NDI Network Device 

Interface 

The wired or wireless link between the camera 

and the control point uses standard Internet 

protocols and hardware. It means you can use 

existing data infrastructure. 

HDMI High Definition 

Multimedia Interface 

This is an industry standard for connecting video 

and audio between computers, cable boxes, TVs, 

computers, cameras and more. It means you can 

connect a monitor directly. 
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PoE Power over Ethernet Low voltage electrical power transmitted using 

the same wires as carry the data in a CAT5 or 

CAT6 Ethernet cable. It means you don’t need an 

electrical outlet near the camera. 

IP 

Stream 

Internet Protocol 

Video Streaming 

The camera can send a live stream over the 

internet directly to YouTube or Facebook or other 

service provider. 

3G SDI Three Gigabyte Serial 

Data Interface 

A protocol for transmitting video data point-to-

point using coaxial cables. 

RS-232 [number for a certain 

standard protocol] 

Legacy protocol for data exchange between 

devices. 

RS-485 [number for a certain 

standard protocol] 

Legacy protocol for data exchange between 

devices. 

Optical 

zoom 

The lens system works 

like a telescope to 

magnify the object in 

the frame. 

The lens system magnifies the image delivered to 

the video sensor. Digital zoom expands the data 

from part of the sensor to fill the video frame – it 

gets grainy and pixelated as it zooms in. 

 

If you are considering an installation that utilizes PTZ cameras, control software, camera 
switching, and complex interconnecting cables, there are some cautionary 
considerations. These systems require competent designers who integrate disparate 
products to make a working system.  Once it is installed, you need to think about who 
will be competent to service it or expand it.   

The more complex the system, the more important support will be.  It should not 
depend on the talents of a volunteer who may or may not be available in future years.   

There is much to be said for simplicity.   
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Open Broadcast Studio (OBS) 

 

OBS is free software that lets your computer function as a video switcher so that you 
can use several video sources at the same time and switch between them smoothly. The 
program allows you to create “Scenes” that group input devices and configure screens.  

The video content can be recorded, and/or output as a virtual camera for Zoom, and/or 
live streamed to YouTube and other live streaming services. 

 

 

OBS has three functional video output modes:  

• Virtual Camera – OBS output appears as a camera choice to other apps like Zoom. 

https://obsproject.com/
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• Live Stream – OBS output is sent as a live stream to YouTube, Facebook, or other 
streaming service. 

• Recorder – OBS output is recorded on the computer’s hard drive as digital video. 

This is powerful software that requires some study and practice to use.  It puts a heavy 
processing and memory load on the computer when it is running along with Zoom. So 
you will certainly want to rehearse before you rely on it for a meeting or show. That 
said, it’s fun to use and has no out-of-pocket costs. Once you learn how to work with it 
you can produce very professional results. It is, and the name implies, a video 
broadcasting studio platform that was made by people who write the code as a pastime 
because it’s creative fun. 
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The Owl 

“The Meeting Owl Pro is our premium 360-degree camera, mic, and speaker combined 
into one easy-to-use device. It creates the experience of in-person participation for 
hybrid teams and integrates seamlessly with the conferencing platforms you already 
use.”  So says the manufacturer’s website. 

If the in-person participants are in a meeting room, 
facing each other with the Owl camera in the middle, it 
has a range of 18 feet (a thousand square feet). 

The Owl is quite wonderful in a conference room with 
say 20 people. But when Wendy Kane borrowed one 
for a demo at Newtown Friends, it did not work well in 
the large open area with the high ceiling above the 
facing benches. Its pattern recognition technology 
locates voices and then its camera locates a face and 
zooms in.  In larger venues, the mic doesn't capture the 

voices well and it can't discern which people to focus upon.   

I’ve heard that the inventors have something for large spaces in development, and the 
website says the current model can be paired with a second one to cover more area. But 
a single Owl costs about $1100, so I am expecting larger room technology to be $10,000 
when it is available and will probably be a network of owls positioned throughout the 
meeting space. 

(read more about the Owl.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://owllabs.com/products/meeting-owl-pro
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Accessories 

 

USB Extensions 

The USB cable for your camera or your microphone/mixer may be too short.  Simple 
passive extensions of 10 feet or so should work.  But for longer distances you will want 
an extension with a repeater.  

 

 

 

Stereo to Monaural Adapters 

The wiring of stereo plugs in not compatible with certain monaural jacks that 
nonetheless do fit together mechanically. The plugs and jacks may look identical, but 
they are not. Rather than get into a geeky explanation, I’ll simply identify adapters that 
fix or avoid this issue.  

It the products pictured below, when a stereo connection is made to the jack (female) 
side, the left and right channel are combined to deliver a monaural signal on the plug 
(male) side. 
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This works in most, but not all cases.  If you use the adapter to connect a monaural 
output to a stereo input, you should have no problems. 

However, using these adapters to combine the left and right channel output of a device 
to create a monaural input can have unintended results. If you hear distortion and clicks 
in the monaural output, stop using the adapter.  This distortion is caused by the left and 
right channel electronics of the source bucking each other. The adapters above directly 
connect left to right. Most devices can tolerate this, some can’t, and you will need to 
isolate the left and right.  This is usually done with 470 ohm resistors wired as show 
below. This circuit “sums” the two signals while preventing the source devices from 

interacting with each other in undesirable ways. 

Unfortunately, nobody sells this adapter ready-made. You’ll need to make one, or you’ll 
need to come up with a work-around. One such work-around is to use an attenuator 
cable. Another work-around is to use the stereo line input of a mixer that can give a 
monaural output. 

Troubleshooting 

Here is a table to use in troubleshooting problems caused by incompatible connections: 

Observed Symptom Configuration Remarks 

Right Channel is not 

audible. 

Stereo plug to similar 

looking input jack 

Probably the input jack is 

TS monaural. Try adapter. 

Very weak distorted audio. Stereo plug to similar 

looking input jack. 

Probably the input jack is 

TRS balanced. This causes 

the left and right channels 
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to cancel each other – sort 

of. Try adapter. 

Audio is blaring and 

distorted. 

Stereo plug to similar 

looking 

Microphone input jack. 

The source is 

overpowering the sensitive 

microphone input. Use an 

attenuator. 

 

Audio is clear but 

extremely faint. 

Stereo plug to similar 

looking input jack. 

Are you connecting a 

microphone to the line 

input jack? On PC 

computers there is a color 

code. Green = Speaker out, 

Pink = microphone in, grey 

or black = line in. 

Audio is somewhat 

distorted, has random 

clicks and pops, and drops 

out syllables. 

Stereo output, to stereo-

mono adapter, to 

monaural input. 

Stereo outputs bucking. 

Isolate them with resistors 

(see above schematic). 

 

 

Digital Audio Adapters (External Sound Cards) 

Even the cheapest mixers now offer digital audio input and output over a USB 
connection.  The component that digitizes the sound is called a digital interface or 
digital-analog converter (DAC or ADC). Two decades ago, these devices were separate 
accessories costing hundreds of dollars. Now they are a chipset that communicates over 
a standard USB connection to the computer.  Most newer mixers incorporate them.   

Applications you run on your computer send and receive audio to the 
default sound device usually the mic and speakers. If you connect a 
mixer by USB, it will be seen by your apps as an alternative to the 
default. Zoom and Open Broadcast Studio let you select a specific device 
and not rely upon the default that is chosen in the system settings.  
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Be aware that some computers are programmed to use the last device that was 
connected as the current default.  So, for example, if you plug in a USB headset the 
speakers are silenced. 

Because Zoom and other apps allow you to choose among the available connected DAC 
devices, you can have a program like music running and playing to your headphones 
while something else plays through your speakers. 
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